
GRADE 7 NATURAL SCIENCES WORKSHEETS TO COMPLETE DURING LOCKDOWN 
 
Dear Grade 7s 
The following tasks have been set so that you do not fall behind with your learning during lockdown. 
 
I suggest that you do Skill: Using a key, Classifying living things using dichotomous keys and 
Understanding keys between 1 April and 7 April. Complete Activity 2.1 and Classification keys 
between 8 April and 15 April. 
 
Skill: USING A KEY. 
You will hopefully recognize the BUTTON question as one of the questions in your first term cycle 
test. Just ignore the button question, but use the layout for the exercise that you must do on blank 
paper, which is A GROCER'S SHOP KEY. Your key should be done LANDSCAPE on blank paper. 
 
Classifying living things using dichotomous keys. 
You should be able to work out this task on your own. If you get stuck, ask your parents for some 
guidance. Those of you who have printers can answer on the worksheet. If you do not have a printer 
then write the names of the children in Example 1 from left to right on lined paper. In Examples 2 
and 3 copy the tables onto lined paper. 
 
Understanding Keys. 
Follow the dichotomous key to find the names of the animals. Write your answers in the table on the 
worksheet if you have a printer. If not, copy the table onto lined paper. 
 
Activity 2.1 Sort invertebrates and vertebrates. 
Answer both questions 1 and 2 in table format. 
 
Classification key. 
Use the classification of animals key to help you classify the following animals under the given 
headings on the classification key. Do your key LANDSCAPE on blank paper. (You might need to use a 
computer, tablet, cellphone, dictionary, other books if you do not know what the animal is.) 
 
Locust                    Prawn                     Tick                     Millipede                     Whelk            Shark                     
Salamander             Turtle                   Eagle                          Dolphin 
 
Keep busy and stay safe. 
 
Much love 
Miss Rose 
 
 


